In The News
Tuesday, January 11, 2011

▶ Tucson University Medical Center) congresswoman giffords remains hospitalized here in critical condition but doctors are reporting some encouraging news.

▶ THE TRAUMA TEAM AT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON

▶ WE’LL GET ANOTHER UPDATE ON HER STATUS FROM THE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON, ARIZONA.

▶ WE’LL GET AN UPDATE ON HER STATUS FROM THE DOCTORS TREATING HER AT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON AT 10:00 AM AND TOMORROW, PRESIDENT OBAMA WILL COME HERE TO ATTEND A MEMORIAL SERVICE FOR THE VICTIMS.

▶ CONTINUING COVERAGE ON THIS TUCSON TRAGEDY, LATER TODAY, WE

▶ STAFF AT THE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON ARE EXPECTED TO GIVE AN UPDATE TODAY ON CONGRESSWOMAN GABRIELLE GIFFORD’S CONDITION, AFTER SATURDAY’S SHOOTING.

▶ THE EMOTIONS IN TUCSON REMAIN HIGH AS PEOPLE GATHER AROUND A GROWING MEMORIAL AT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER.

▶ MOURNERS AND WELL WISHERS HAVE BEEN GATHERING OUTSIDE THE
UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON TO SHOW THEIR SUPPORT FOR THE VICTIMS.

Suspect in Arizona shootings appears in court 01/11/2011 24 Hours Vancouver

Arizona shooting suspect could face death 01/11/2011 3 News

MICHAEL LEMMLE/TUCSON UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER) "EVERYDAY THAT GOES BY WE DON'T SEE INCREASE WE ARE SLIGHTLY MORE OPTIMISTIC.

ABC15’S JODIE HEISNER JOINS US LIVE OUTSIDE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON.

-AS WE STAY ON TOP OF THIS TRAGEDY IN TUCSON.

ABC15'S JODIE HEISNER IS LIVE OUTSIDE THE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON.

ABC15’S JODIE HEISNER IS LIVE OUTSIDE OF UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON.

Suspect in Arizona shootings denied bail 01/11/2011 Akron Beacon Journal - Online, The

Shot in the Head, Member of Congresswoman Began to Recovery 01/11/2011 AllVoices

DOCTORS SAY CONGRESSWOMAN GABRIELLE GIFFORDS CONTINUES TO RESPOND BUT SHE’S NOT OUT OF THE WOODS GIFFORDS REMAINS IN CRITICAL CONDITION AT THE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER AFTER BEING SHOT IN THE HEAD SATURDAY AT AN EVENT IN TUCSON.

I WANT TO COME BACK LIVE AGAIN, BECAUSE MARTHA WAS TALKING 01/11/2011 AM Evansville - WTVW-TV

ABC15 News at 5 AM - KLAS-TV

ABC15 News at 5 AM - KNXV-TV

ABC15 News at 5 AM - KNXV-TV

ABC15 News at 5 AM - KNXV-TV

ABC15 News at 5 AM - KNXV-TV
## ABOUT THE MEMORIAL BEING HELD AROUND TUCSON.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>View Clip</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bright, Giffords served on committee together</td>
<td>01/11/2011</td>
<td>Andalusia Star-News, The</td>
<td><a href="#">View Clip</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes are made to 12 News live event</td>
<td>01/11/2011</td>
<td>Arizona Republic - Online</td>
<td><a href="#">View Clip</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gunman charged in assassination attempt</td>
<td>01/11/2011</td>
<td>Athens Banner-Herald - Online</td>
<td><a href="#">View Clip</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jared Lee Loughner being held without bail</td>
<td>01/11/2011</td>
<td>AZ Family</td>
<td><a href="#">View Clip</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIND Biosciences Begins Phase I Clinical Trial of Targeted Polymeric Nanoparticle</td>
<td>01/11/2011</td>
<td>AZoNano - Online</td>
<td><a href="#">View Clip</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Dr. Oz' Takes on Tucson Shootings</td>
<td>01/11/2011</td>
<td>B&amp;C - Broadcasting &amp; Cable</td>
<td><a href="#">View Clip</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What sparked gun rampage?</td>
<td>01/11/2011</td>
<td>Belfast Telegraph</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giffords raises two fingers, gives thumbs-up sign</td>
<td>01/11/2011</td>
<td>Belleville News-Democrat - Online</td>
<td><a href="#">View Clip</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCU Medical Center Performs 900th Implant Worldwide of SynCardia's Total Artificial Heart</td>
<td>01/11/2011</td>
<td>Benzinga</td>
<td><a href="#">View Clip</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wounded congresswoman gives thumbs up; prospects hopeful</td>
<td>01/11/2011</td>
<td>Bismarck Tribune, The</td>
<td><a href="#">View Clip</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authorities Study Arizona Suspect's Writings, Actions for Clues</td>
<td>01/11/2011</td>
<td>Bloomberg BusinessWeek - Online</td>
<td><a href="#">View Clip</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giffords remains in critical condition</td>
<td>01/11/2011</td>
<td>Brantford Expositor, The</td>
<td><a href="#">View Clip</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tucson University Medical Center : 49-: 55 CONGRESSWOMAN GIFFORDS REMAINS HOSPITALIZED HERE IN CRITICAL CONDITION BUT DOCTORS ARE REPORTING SOME ENCOURAGING NEWS.</td>
<td>01/11/2011</td>
<td>Breakfast Show - KFVS-TV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPDATE: Giffords recovery optimistic</td>
<td>01/11/2011</td>
<td>Calhoun Times</td>
<td><a href="#">View Clip</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona gets first look at accused killer</td>
<td>01/11/2011</td>
<td>Capitol Hill Blue</td>
<td><a href="#">View Clip</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspect in US congresswoman shooting in court</td>
<td>01/11/2011</td>
<td>Cayman Observer - Online</td>
<td><a href="#">View Clip</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Suspect in Arizona massacre could face death penalty 01/11/2011 Chicago Sun-Times - Online

Signs of hope for Giffords 01/11/2011 Chicago Sun-Times - Online

Ariz. massacre defendant in court 01/11/2011 Columbus Dispatch - Online

As Tucson mourns, victims are remembered 01/11/2011 Compass - Online, The

Arizona League Describes 'Heavy Hearts' After Rampage in Tucson 01/11/2011 Credit Union Times

Neurosurgeon: Congresswoman Giffords 'holding her own' 01/11/2011 Daily Journal, The

Shooting rampage in Arizona 01/11/2011 Daily News - Online, The

Giffords able to respond to simple commands 01/11/2011 Daily News, The

Assassin's messages of death --- Blood spangled banner 01/11/2011 Daily Telegraph (Sydney, Australia)

NATION: Suspect appears in court as Tuscon grieves 01/11/2011 Daily Times, The

Alleged Arizona shooter denied bail 01/11/2011 DeKalb County Daily Chronicle - Online

Jared Loughner appears in court 01/11/2011 Denver Daily News - Online, The

Remember all victims in Arizona tragedy 01/11/2011 Des Moines Register - Online

Los congresistas de EE UU revisarán su seguridad tras el tiroteo de Arizona 01/11/2011 Diario de Mallorca

En estado "estable" se encuentra congresista Giffords según médicos 01/11/2011 Diario La Voz

Arizona shooting suspect, stony in court, is held without bail 01/11/2011 Duluth News Tribune - Online, The

Ariz. shooting suspect gets no bail 01/11/2011 Durango Herald, The

GABRIELLE GIFFORDS REMAINS IN INTENSIVE CARE THIS MORNING, AT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON WHERE SEVEN OTHER VICTIMS OF SATURDAY'S SHOOTING RAMPAGE ARE BEING TREATED FOR INJURIES. 01/11/2011 Early Show - CBS News Network, The
Obama leads mourning nation in silence; President praises those who tackled, disarmed attacker

01/11/2011 Edmonton Journal, The

La congresista de EEUU Gabrielle Giffords permanece estable, según los médicos

01/11/2011 El Dia

EEUU: congresista baleada sigue estable pero en un estado crítico

01/11/2011 El Dia On Line

Environment News Service (ENS)

01/11/2011 Environment News Service

The left stoops to new low with Arizona shooting

01/11/2011 Examiner.com

Reporter: SEVEN VICTIMS ARE STILL BEING TREATED AT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON.

01/11/2011 Eyewitness News This Morning - WABC-TV

THIS IS VIDEO FROM LAST NIGHT MOURNERS AND WELL WISHERS GATHERED OUTSIDE THE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER, IN TUCSON, TO SHOW THEIR SUPPORT FOR THE VICTIMS.

01/11/2011 Eyewitness News Today at 5 AM - KOB-TV

FOX NEWS CHANNEL "HAPPENING NOW" INTERVIEW WITH STATE REPRESENTATIVE STEVE FARLEY (D-AZ) INTERVIEWER: JON SCOTT SUBJECT: ARIZONA SHOOTING; FRIENDSHIP WITH WOUNDED

01/11/2011 Federal News Service
CONGRESSWOMAN GABRIELLE GIFFORDS (D-AZ) TIME: 12:29 P.M. EST DATE: MONDAY, JANUARY 10,

MIKE TOBIN IS LIVE OUTSIDE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON WITH LATE THE LATEST ON THE CONGRESSWOMAN.

MIKE TOBIN IS OUTSIDE OF THE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON WITH THE LATEST ON THE CONGRESSWOMAN’S CONDITION.

WE ARE EXPECTING DOCTORES TO UPDATE US AGAIN ON HER CONDITION AT 10:00 IN THE MORNING THAT IS THE LATEST FROM THE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER TUCSON I’M MIRIAM GARCIA.

WE ARE GETTING DAILY UPDATES FROM THE DOCTORS IN UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON EVERY MORNING.

CRAIG BOSWELL JOINS US LIVE FROM TUCSON’S UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER WITH THE LATEST.

Reporter: WE WILL BE HEARING FROM DOCTORS AGAIN LATER THIS MORNING AT THE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER.

FOX’S CRAIG BOSWELL HAS THE LATEST FROM TUCSON ARIZONA.

FOX’S CRAIG BOSWELL HAS MORE FROM ARIZONA.

WE BEGIN WITH CRAIG BOSWELL, FOLLOWING THE STORY FOR YOU NOW IN TUCSON, ARIZONA.

HE’S IN JAIL HELD WITHOUT BOND AND NOW WE’RE
LIVE IN TUCSON TO GET MORE.

- SANDRA HUGHES/CBS NEWS/TUCSON UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER) : 49:-
  CONGRESSWOMAN GIFFORDS REMAINS HOSPITALIZED HERE IN CRITICAL CONDITION BUT DOCTORS ARE REPORTING SOME ENCOURAGING NEWS.

- IT'S BEEN THREE DAYS SINCE THE DEADLY SHOOTING IN TUCSON CONGRESSMAN GABRIELLE GIFFORDS REMAINS HOSPITALIZED UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON AND AS TIME GOES BY DOCTORS REMAIN OPTIMISTIC OUR RECOVERY.

- VERCAMMEN IS OUTSIDE THE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON,

- FOX CORRESPONDENT CRAIG BOSWELL IS IN TUCSON WITH THE STORY.

- FOX CORRESPONDENT CRAIG BOSWELL IS IN TUCSON WITH A STORY.

- FOX'S CRAIG BOSWELL IS IN TUCSON WITH THE STORY.

- AP: Sheriff says Ariz. shooting suspect not cooperating

- Jared Loughner YouTube video

- Suspect in Ariz. shooting held without bail

- CRAIG BOSWELL IS IN TUCSON.

- A PUZZLE IS IN TUCSON WITH THE STORY.

- CRAIG BOSWELL IN TUCSON WITH THE STORY.
PAUL VERCAMMEN JOINS US LIVE NOW OUTSIDE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON.

OVERNIGHT, SUPPORTERS HELD A MEMORIAL FOR GIFFORDS OUTSIDE THE ARIZONA UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER.

DR. MICHAEL LEMOLE / TUCSON'S UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER RACHEL

MICHAEL LEMOLE / TUCSON'S UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER RACHEL

ANCHORS TOSS TO SIDE'S STEVE NUNEZ JOINS US LIVE AT UMC WITH MORE.

TUCSON ARIZONA.

CHARGES AGAINST TUCSON SUSPECT INCLUDE ATTEMPTED ASSASSINATION

CAUTIOUS OPTIMISM OVER GIFFORDS

SURGEON: NO CHANGE IN GIFFORDS'S CONDITION

NATION GETS FIRST LOOK AT SHOOTING SUSPECT LOUGHERN, TUCSON GRIEVES

NATION GETS FIRST LOOK AT SUSPECT, TUCSON GRIEVES

MASACRE DE ARIZONA: EL LÍDER DE LA EUROCAMARA CONDENA EL “VIL” Y “SINSENTIDO” TIROTEO

EL TIROTEO DE ARIZONA DEJA SEIS MUERTOS Y CONMOCIONA A EEUU

MÉDICOS DICEN QUE CONGRESISTA GIFFORDS PERMANECE ESTABLE

INWW0-t? h, * IMUS: TUCSON, ARIZONA, AND, FOR FOX NEWS THERE, AT
THE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER, IS MIKE TOBIN, GOOD MORNING, MIKE.

- Giffords responds to verbal commands, gives thumbs-up 01/11/2011 Indian Express - View Clip
- Arizona shooting shocks US 01/11/2011 Inquirer Politics - View Clip
- Obama meets with Sarkozy 01/11/2011 International Business Times HK - View Clip
- US shooting suspect in court 01/11/2011 ITN - View Clip
- Suspect in shooting of Giffords held without bail 01/11/2011 Jerusalem Post - Online - View Clip
- Nation gets first look at suspect; Tucson grieves 01/11/2011 Journal Gazette - Online Bureau, The - View Clip
- Tucson mass shooting suspect due in court 01/11/2011 KATU-TV - Online - View Clip
- Nation gets first look at shooting suspect, Tucson prepares to host memorials for 6 victims 01/11/2011 KCPQ-TV - Online - View Clip
- 8 patients remain hospitalized at UMC after mass shooting 01/11/2011 KGUN-TV - Online - View Clip
- A moment of silence for the shooting victims 01/11/2011 KGUN-TV - Online - View Clip

DOCTORS AT TUCSON'S UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER SAY EVERY DAY THAT GOES BY THAT THEY DON'T SEE AN INCREASE, THEY'RE SLIGHTLY MORE OPTIMISTIC.

DOCTORS AT TUCSON'S UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER SAY EVERY DAY THAT GOES BY THAT THEY DON'T SEE AN INCREASE, THEY'RE SLIGHTLY MORE OPTIMISTIC.

Environmental Champion Congresswoman Giffords Fights for Her Life 01/11/2011 KMTR-TV - Online - View Clip

Dr. Lemole gives an update on Rep. Gabrielle Giffords 01/11/2011 KMXP-FM - Online - View Clip

3 Things You Need to Know...1/10/11 01/11/2011 KMXP-FM - Online - View Clip
AZ Suspect Could Face Death Penalty in Deadly Attack
01/11/2011 KOLO-TV - Online

Giffords Raises Fingers, Gives Thumbs Up
01/11/2011 KOLO-TV - Online

ABOUT THE SOME OF THE SHOOTING VICTIMS BEING TREATED AT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER.
01/11/2011 KOVR-TV

PAUL VERCAMMEN IS OUTSIDE THE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON, ARIZONA.
01/11/2011 KPXJ 21 News at 7 AM - KPXJ-TV

Day 3 of Giffords' Recovery Process is Crucial
01/11/2011 KSAZ-TV - Online

Giffords Recovery: Encouraging Signs
01/11/2011 KSAZ-TV - Online

MICHAEL LEMOLE /TUCSON'S UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER WAYNE SMITH/LOUGHNE R NEIGHBOR When JARED LOUGHNER APPEARED IN FEDERAL COURT, HE SHOWED NO EMOTION AND EVEN APPEARED TO SMIRK AS THE JUDGE SPOKE TO HIM.
01/11/2011 KSPR Morning News - KSPR-TV

WEB EXTRA: Insight on Rep. Giffords' Medical Situation
01/11/2011 KSTC-TV - Online

In wake of shooting rampage, Tucson prepares for service to remember those killed
01/11/2011 KSWB-TV - Online

KTUL.com - Tulsa, Oklahoma - Coverage You Can Count On"The Dr. Oz Show" Examines the Tragedy in Tucson with Special Episode
01/11/2011 KTUL-TV - Online

Giffords responds to doctor commands, suspect charged
01/11/2011 KTVB-TV - Online

Nation Gets First Look At Suspect, Tucson Grieves
01/11/2011 KTVU-TV - Online

THE LATEST ON THE "TRAGEDY IN TUCSON.
01/11/2011 KVOA-TV

We also continue to follow Developments in the "tragedy in Tucson.
01/11/2011 KWQC TV6 Quad Cities Today - KWQC-TV

Arizona shooting suspect
01/11/2011 KXAS-TV - Online
could face death penalty

Shooting Suspect Waives Bail and Is Ruled 'a Danger' 01/11/2011 Lexington Dispatch - Online, The View Clip

Mourners and Well Wishers Have Been Gathering Outside the University Medical Center in Tucson to Show Their Support for Their Victims.

Looking Ahead This Morning, the Shootings in Tucson, an Update Is Expected Today from the Staff at University Medical Center Regarding the Condition of Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords and the Others Who Were Injured.

Gabrielle Giffords Responds to Simple Commands Leaving Doctors Cautiously Optimistic 01/11/2011 Mail Online UK View Clip

Politicians Must Tone Down Rhetoric, Says State Sen. Atkinson

Shot US Congresswoman Gives Docs Thumbs-Up Sign 01/11/2011 Malay Mail View Clip

Imran Syed: This Has Gone Too Far 01/11/2011 Michigan Daily, The View Clip

Matanza en Arizona deja al pais conmocionado 01/11/2011 Migenteweb - Online View Clip

SEAN RIGHT NOW HIT PEOPLE CONTINUE TO HOLD VIGIL FOR 01/11/2011 Morning News Today at 4:30 AM - KHQ-TV
REPRESENTATIVE GIFFORDS AND THE OTHERS INJURED IN SATURDAY’S SHOOTING SPREE IN TUCSON, ARIZONA.

No bail for suspect in Arizona shooting 01/11/2011 Morning Sentinel View Clip

Wounded Congresswoman Responds to Simple Commands 01/11/2011 msn.com View Clip

The leader of the surgery team at the hospital treating congresswoman giffords, Arizona University Medical Center and the neuro surgeon who operated on congresswoman giffords.

" US Congresswoman gabrielle giffords was whistled into neurosurgery 38 minutes after her arrival at University Medical Center in Tucson. 01/11/2011 MSNBC

Loughner's parents 'devastated,' 'hurting' 01/11/2011 MSNBC.com View Clip

Station Reporters Among First Responders in Tucson 01/11/2011 Multichannel News View Clip

Former Reno Couple Victims of Tucson Shooting 01/11/2011 My News 4 - Online View Clip

Reno High School sweethearts victims of AZ. shooting 01/11/2011 My News 4 - Online View Clip

Tucson shooting: Nation gets first look at suspect; memorial services Tuesday for 6 killed 01/11/2011 Naples Daily News - Online View Clip

THIS ONE WAS DECIDED ON THE FINAL PLAY! OUR TOP STORY, CONTINUING DEVELOPMENTS IN THE TRAGEDY IN TUCSON. 01/11/2011 NBC 2 News Early Today - WBBH-TV

As the day progresses, winds turn to be out of the northwest as cooler, CONTINUING DEVELOPMENTS IN THE TRAGEDY IN TUCSON. 01/11/2011 NBC 2 News Today at 5 AM - WBBH-TV

NOW TO A DEVELOPING STORY, JARED LOUGHNER, 01/11/2011 NBC 24 News Today - WNWO-TV
The man accused of gunning down six innocent victims, and wounding 14 more in an assassination attempt in Tucson was in court for the first time Monday, NBC's Jay Gray has the latest from Arizona.

Also, President Obama asked for a national silence at 11 o'clock Monday morning to remember the victims of the shooting rampage in Arizona.

Also, President Obama asked for a national moment of silence at 11 o'clock Monday morning to remember the victims of the shooting rampage in Arizona.

Five others are in critical condition, two in good condition, at a University Medical Center in Tucson.

People continue to hold vigil for Representative Giffords and the others injured in Saturday’s shooting spree in Tucson, Arizona.

Michael Lemole/Tucson University Medical Center) “Everyday that goes by we don’t see increase we are slightly more optimistic.

A good sign: Gabrielle's 'thumbs-up'

In Arizona Court, Suspect Waives Bail

For more we go now to Paul Vercammen outside the University
STANDUP: Sandra Hughes/CBS News/Tucson University Medical Center
CONGRESSWOMAN GIFFORDS REMAINS HOSPITALIZED HERE IN CRITICAL CONDITION BUT DOCTORS ARE REPORTING SOME ENCOURAGING NEWS.

(Standup: Sandra Hughes/CBS News/Tucson University Medical Center): 49:- 55 CONGRESSWOMAN GIFFORDS REMAINS HOSPITALIZED HERE IN CRITICAL CONDITION BUT DOCTORS ARE REPORTING SOME ENCOURAGING NEWS.

"3 WE CHECKED WITH THE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON, THEY SAY THAT 76 YEAR OLD GEORGE MORRIS IS CURRENTLY IN SERIOUS CONDITION. 3

Michael Lemole/Tucson University Medical Center 1:03-1:07 "EVERYDAY THAT GOES BY WE DON'T SEE INCREASE WE ARE SLIGHTLY MORE OPTIMISTIC.

AZ DR. MICHAEL LEMOLE/TUCSON'S UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER RACHEL

PAUL VERCAMMEN IS OUTSIDE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON 3ARIZONA.

STANDUP: Sandra Hughes/CBS News/Tucson University Medical Center CONGRESSWOMAN AN GIFFORDS REMAINS HOSPITALIZED HERE IN CRITICAL CONDITION BUT DOCTORS ARE REPORTING SOME ENCOURAGING
NEWS.

» PRESIDENT OBAMA IS PLANNING A SAFETY BRIEFING FOR HIS TRIP TO TUCSON TOMORROW.

» AN UPDATE IS EXPECTED TODAY FROM THE STAFF AT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN ARIZONA ABOUT THE CONDITION OF CONGRESSWOMAN GABRIELLE GIFFORDS AND THE OTHERS WHO WERE INJURED IN SATURDAY’S MASS SHOOTING.

» MOURNERS GATHERED OVERNIGHT IN TUCSON TO REMEMBER THE VICTIMS OF SATURDAY’S SHOOTING SPREE.

» FROM THE STAFF AT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN ARIZONA.

» Giffords gives thumbs-up

» Suspect makes first court appearance

» Rep. Giffords gives thumbs up to doctors

» Arizona shooting suspect could face death in deadly attack

» GIFFORDS WAS LAST LISTED IN CRITICAL CONDITION AT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN ARIZONA.

» SIX PEOPLE DIED AND ANOTHER 14 PEOPLE, INCLUDING REPRESENTATIVE GIFFORDS INJURED IN SATURDAY’S SHOOTING SPREE IN ARIZONA.

» SIX PEOPLE DIED AND ANOTHER 14 INCLUDING REPRESENTATIVE GIFFORDS WAS INJURED IN SATURDAY’S SHOOTING SPREE IN ARIZONA.

» SIX PEOPLE DIED,
ANOTHER 14, INCLUDING REPRESENTATIVE GIFFORDS, WAS INJURED IN SATURDAY’S SHOOTING SPREE IN ARIZONA.

Sheriff says rampage suspect not cooperating 01/11/2011 News-Gazette - Online - View Clip
Nogales woman is latest victim of a fatal crash on I-19 01/11/2011 Nogales International - View Clip
Charges filed against man held in shootings that killed 6, critically wounded congresswoman and others 01/11/2011 Norwalk Reflector - View Clip
Arizona Rampage: Congresswoman, Others Shot 01/11/2011 NPR - Online - View Clip
Arizona Rampage Suspect Not Cooperating 01/11/2011 Officer.com - View Clip
Doctors upbeat on Gifford’s recovery 01/11/2011 Oman Tribune - Online - View Clip
Child killed in US shooting spree was born on 9/11 01/11/2011 Oman Tribune - Online - View Clip
Giffords' Prognosis Looks Good, But Guarded 01/11/2011 Outside The Beltway - View Clip
Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords On The Road To Recovery 01/11/2011 Perezhilton.com - View Clip
A BATTLEFIELD-HARDENED SURGEON 01/11/2011 Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
Wounded congresswoman lifts fingers, gives thumbs-up 01/11/2011 Pittsburgh Tribune-Review - Online - View Clip
Tucson shooting suspect mostly silent during first hearing 01/11/2011 Pittsburgh Tribune-Review - Online - View Clip
'Vacant' Ariz. shooting suspect denied bail - 10:45 pm 01/11/2011 Pocono Record - Online - View Clip
'Vacant' Ariz. shooting suspect denied bail 01/11/2011 Pocono Record - Online - View Clip
Breathing tube could be removed in ‘few days’ 01/11/2011 Politico - Online, The - View Clip
Happening today in Arizona 01/11/2011 Politico - Online, The - View Clip
'Pulling together': Silence observed for victims of deadly shooting 01/11/2011 Portland Press Herald - Online - View Clip
Bail denied for suspect in mass shooting
01/11/2011 Portsmouth Herald - Online, The

Arizona slayings suspect in court
01/11/2011 Post and Courier - Online, The

Giffords gives doctors thumbs up - From the Poughkeepsie Journal
01/11/2011 Poughkeepsie Journal - Online

Alleged Arizona killer goes to court
01/11/2011 Press-Telegram - Online

Loughner Described as Troubled Loner, Biden Meets with Karzai in Afghanistan
01/11/2011 Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) - Online

Suspect in Arizona shooting being held without bail
01/11/2011 Salinas Californian - Online, The

Doctors optimistic, Giffords' condition unchanged
01/11/2011 San Francisco Chronicle - Online

Arizona suspect waives bail bid
01/11/2011 Seattle Times - Online

Arizona shooting suspect waives bail bid
01/11/2011 Seattle Times - Online

Giffords gives doctors a thumbs up
01/11/2011 Sheboygan Press - Online

Arizona Shootout: Obama Say...
01/11/2011 Siasat Daily

President to visit Tucson; Giffords remains in critical condition
01/11/2011 Sierra Vista Herald - Online

VIDEO: Sheriff Says Arizona Rampage Suspect Not Cooperating
01/11/2011 Skanner, The

Tucson Struggles to Come to Terms with Slayings
01/11/2011 Spiegel Online

Giffords' doctors hopeful, shooter denied bail
01/11/2011 Star Herald - Online

Nation gets first look at suspect as Tucson grieves after shooting
01/11/2011 Star Press

Arizona shooting suspect in court, stays quiet
01/11/2011 Sun News - Online, The

01/11/2011 Surgical Products

Mon Jan 10, 2011 at 3:35 PM EST
01/11/2011 Swing State Project

No bail in Arizona shootings
01/11/2011 Tampa Tribune - Online

Suspect in Arizona shooting rampage held without bail
01/11/2011 Taunton Daily Gazette
MICHAEL LEMOLE / TUCSON’S UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER 44-48 RACHEL COOPER BLACKMORE/FRIEND OF CHRISTINA TAYLOR GREEN 101-102 WAYNE SMITH/LOUGHNER NEIGHBOR 113-118 A MASS FOR ALL THE VICTIMS IS SCHEDULED FOR TODAY IN TUCSON.

AMONG THE 14 PEOPLE WOUNDED AND INSIDE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IS ARIZONA CONGRESSWOMAN GABRIELLE GIFFORDS.

United States: Obama: Nation Still Grieving Over Arizona Shootings

Giffords UPDATE: Congresswoman Responds to Basic Verbal Commands

Tuesday's live video events

ARIZONA SHOOTING: Rep. Gabrielle Giffords raises 2 fingers, gives thumbs-up in hospital

Court date gives look at suspect

US shooting suspect held without bail

LEMOLE AT THE UMC MEDICAL CENTER.

January 10th, 2011 Congresswoman still in critical condition; 2 discharged from hospital after Arizona shooting


AND COMING UP AT SIX ON TUCSON TODAY, WE'LL
HAVE THE LATEST FROM UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER, WHERE IT APPEARS SOME PEOPLE’S ROAD TO RECOVERY IS LOOKING BRIGHT.

» UPDATE FROM DOCTORS AT UMC. MY CO-ANCHOR LORRAINE

» WHEN WE COME BACK - WE’LL HAVE THE LATEST ON THE TRAGEDY IN TUCSON -INCLUDING LIVE REPORTS FROM UMC AND THE SCENE OF THE CRIME.

» IN JUST A FEW HOURS WE’RE EXPECTING ANOTHER UPDATE FROM DOCTORS AT UMC.

» Gabrielle Giffords’ doctors see signs of hope

» TulsaCW.com: TV To Talk About | The Tulsa CWWounded congresswoman responds to simple commands

» (STANDUP: SANDRA HUGHES/CBS NEWS/TUCSON UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER) : 49:- 55CONGRESSWOMAN GIFFORDS REMAINS HOSPITALIZED HERE IN CRITICAL CONDITION BUT DOCTORS ARE REPORTING SOME ENCOURAGING NEWS.

» Giffords "Following Basic Commands," According to Doctor | VF Daily | Vanity Fair

» (STANDUP: Sandra Hughes/CBS News/Tucson University Medical Center) CONGRESSWOMAN GIFFORDS REMAINS HOSPITALIZED HERE IN CRITICAL CONDITION BUT DOCTORS ARE REPORTING SOME ENCOURAGING NEWS.

» A look at the left hemisphere
Bullet path may decide Giffords's fate 01/11/2011 Washington Post - Online - View Clip
Bullet's path may determine Giffords's injuries 01/11/2011 Washington Post - Online - View Clip
Tucson prepares for services in wake of rampage 01/11/2011 Washington Post - Online - View Clip
Bullet's path may determine injuries 01/11/2011 Washington Post - Online - View Clip
Doctors optimistic about Gifford's recovery based on her responses 01/11/2011 Waterloo Region Record, The
First 72 hours critical in brain injury patients 01/11/2011 WCAX-TV - Online - View Clip
Good morning and welcome back to hour two of the valley's morning show! Coming up in today's show, we'll have continuing developments in the tragedy in Tucson.

(STANDUP: Sandra Hughes/CBS News/Tucson University Medical Center) CONGRESSWOMAN GIFFORDS REMAINS HOSPITALIZED HERE IN CRITICAL CONDITION BUT DOCTORS ARE REPORTING SOME ENCOURAGING NEWS.

Doctors: Wounded Arizona Congresswoman Able To Communicate 01/11/2011 WIBW-TV - Online - View Clip
HT: Congresswoman's condition stable; 8 hospitalized 01/11/2011 WIFR-TV - Online - View Clip
Update: Congresswoman Giffords Showing Signs of Improvement 01/11/2011 WILX-TV - Online - View Clip
Doctors Hopeful Arizona Congresswoman will Recover 01/11/2011 WILX-TV - Online - View Clip
Neurosurgeon says Giffords is 'holding her own' 01/11/2011 WINK-TV - Online - View Clip
MDs elated by response to verbal commands 01/11/2011 Winnipeg Free Press, The
(STANDUP: SANDRA HUGHES CBS NEWS, TUCSON UNIVERSITY)
CONGRESSWOMAN GIFFORDS REMAINS HOSPITALIZED HERE IN CRITICAL CONDITION BUT DOCTORS ARE REPORTING SOME ENCOURAGING NEWS.

Dr. Oz Interview 01/11/2011 WNYW-TV - Online View Clip


19 Action News|Cleveland, OH|Breaking News, Weather, Exclusives 'The Dr. Oz Show' Examines the Tragedy in Tucson with Special Episode 01/11/2011 WOIO-TV - Online View Clip

Giffords raises 2 fingers, gives thumbs-up 01/11/2011 Worcester Telegram & Gazette - Online View Clip

Reflection in silence 01/11/2011 Worcester Telegram & Gazette - Online View Clip

The Congresswoman and the Little Girl 01/11/2011 Working Mother - Online View Clip

UPDATE 1:33PM - Congresswoman's condition stable; 8 hospitalized 01/11/2011 WPDE-TV - Online View Clip

Video: Traumatic brain injury -- gunshot wound 01/11/2011 WPHL-TV - Online View Clip

Congresswoman's condition stable 01/11/2011 WPSD-TV - Online View Clip

Nation gets first look at suspect as Tucson grieves 01/11/2011 WPVI-TV - Online View Clip

AT LEAST UPDATING 1:33 PM -- DOCTORS AT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON SAID GIFFORDS IS RESPOND TO GROUP COMMANDS BUT REMAINS IN CRITICAL CONDITION TER BEING SHOT IN TH HEAD.

Ariz. Congresswoman Shot; 18 Others Shot, 6 Dead; Obama to Attend Memorial Service 01/11/2011 WSAZ-TV - Online View Clip

Jared Loughner Appears In Court, No Bail 01/11/2011 WUSA-TV - Online View Clip
